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Lakshadweep is a beautiful island formed by a group of islands in the Arabian Sea. It is the only
coral atolls of India. It is smallest union territory joint geographically among the chains of Maldives
islands. Now it has been recognized to be one of the prominent tourist destinations loved by leisure
escapers from across the globe.

This beautiful island consists of twelve atolls, three reefs and five submerged banks which make it a
perfect site for leisure escape. The place is mostly wanted by holiday makers and other lonely
mesmerizing site seekers such as honeymoon escapers and lovers packed this island almost every
year. The beautiful marine life, the picturesque villages, the resorts and the mosques all are fully at
the serve of tourist.

December to May the place is in peak season. May to September it enjoys the pleasant atmosphere
of the monsoon season but monsoon is coupled with rainy during the month of October-November
northeast. This famous tourist island of India is located near Kerala if you look on the Lakshadweep
Map.  Thus most of their culture practices and traditions are ethically similar to the people of Kerala.
They are a mixed civilization of Indians and Arab descent and speak Malayalam except in Minicoy
one of the prominent tourist sites of Lakshadweep where Mahl is spoken. Kochi makes a pass for
the tourist travelers to this beautiful island.

Indian Airlines and Kingfisher fly daily from Kochi to the airstrip at Agatti one of the island in
Lakshadweep. You can as well get a daily flight from Bangalore. Lakshadweep tour Packages
access you different routes through which you can safely. Book the packages and make your tour
trip much easier and comfortable.    

Most of the inhabitants of it are Muslims and you will find numerous magnificent mosques
decorating the site. Lakshadweep Tourism gains the attention of tourist worldwide for its unbeatable
wonderful and peaceful serene nature that represents the place.

Kavaratti Beach

It is one of the most alluring and unbeatable fun fill site which offers host of water sporting
excitement to experience. It is an amazing picturesque beach located at a distance of about 400km
from the west coast of Kerala well adorned with the beauty of the swaying palm fringe on the golden
shore of the beach and is one of the most popular beaches of Lakshadweep which promises
unforgettable romantic memory. Kavaratti also offers to every visiting a memorable moments to
enjoy amidst the marine life. Diving, water rafting, swimming and marine amusements in some of its
famous centers are the common activities that bring happiness and joy to life.

Kalpeni Beach

Located at Kalpeni Islands the Kalpeni beach remains one of the perfect sites with peculiar features
of Kalpeni atoll. It is well known for its huge storm banks of coral debris which stretches along the
eastern and south- eastern shoreline and is one of the favored tourist beach hubs. Kalpeni is lonely
island secluded away from the noise and pollution meant for relaxation and rejuvenation.

The islands in Lakshadweep are mostly attracted for its beach excitements. Explore the hidden
treasure island of India and experience mesmerizing holiday. 
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